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Abstract

The main goal of this work was to maximize the energy extracted by a wave energy power-station,
localized in Mutriku, Spain, where a turbine developed by the Wave Energy Group of Instituto Superior
Técnico is installed. The power plant uses the principle of the Oscillating Water Column to convert
energy from the waves. With the purpose of maximizing the extracted energy, two control strategies were
applied to the power take-off system. The first consisted in actuating a valve installed in series with the
turbine, in order to control its air-flow. This was implemented using a predictive optimization method
called Branch and Bound, which calculates the best valve position at every instance, in a receding
horizon strategy. The results show that the Branch and Bound method is not a good choice to apply to
this kind of wave energy converters, since most of the optimizations could not be implemented in the
real time. The second strategy applied consisted in controlling the turbine rotational speed. In order
to do this, several PID controllers were implemented, with and without reset, using as reference the
rotational speed that sets the turbine at the best efficiency point. Additionally, the PID parameters were
optimized through a genetic algorithm, since the conventional methods to calculate these parameters
did not produce the expected results. This control strategy is able to perform large improvements only
for low energetic sea states, in comparison with the base case. Due to the great implementation viability
of these type of controllers, in real system applications, it was concluded that they could be alternative
to explore.
Keywords: Wave energy, Oscillating Water Column, Turbine control, Branch and bound, PID,
Genetic Algorithms.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there are a wide variety of Wave En-
ergy Converter (WEC) technologies, each one de-
pending on the application. Figure 1 shows the
more relevant WEC’s developed until today, most
of them classified by their working principle.

The goal of this thesis was to improve the en-
ergy extracted from a wave energy converter work-
ing with the principle of an Oscillating Water Col-
umn. The power-plant is localized in Mutriku,
Spain, where a turbine developed by the Wave En-
ergy Group of the Instituto Superior Técnico was
installed.

Wave energy converters based on oscillation wa-
ter column (OWC) consists in a partially submerged
chamber with two opens ends: one of the openings
is situated underwater, from which the water from
the incident waves enters the chamber; the other
end has an air turbine and it is open to the atmo-
sphere. As the water surface inside the chamber
rises and falls excited by the ocean waves, the air
inside the chamber is compressed and expanded and
the pressure difference to the atmosphere is used to

drive an air turbine. The power take-off system of
an OWC comprises an air turbine and an electri-
cal generator directly connected through a shaft to
convert mechanical rotational energy into electrical
energy.

There are mainly two different types of OWCs:
fixed structures, on the shoreline or near shore, and
floating devices like buoys to be installed offshore.
The type present at the Mutriku power-plant is a
fixed structure.

The use of control strategies to optimize wave
energy extraction from WECs have been studied
since 1970. These strategies are of great importance
when trying to make this type of renewable energy
a viable and competitive alternative to fossil based
energy sources. They can improve the WECs per-
formance or decrease the operation and the main-
tenance requirements, all factors that will end up
influencing the cost of electricity.

One of the most effective control strategies to in-
crease the WEC performance is phase control by
latching, where the goal is to artificially force reso-
nance conditions [1]. In the case of a OWC, this can
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Figure 1: Different types of Wave Energy Convert-
ers, form [4]

be achieved by closing and opening a valve installed
in series with the air turbine. This technique has
been explored by several authors, [2, 3].

Another strategy is the control of the turbine ro-
tational speed with the goal of operating the turbine
at the best efficiency point. This could be done by
following a known reference rotational speed that
depends on the instantaneous pressure head avail-
able to the turbine.

The power take-off system can also be affected
by controlling the amount of air-flow that passes
through the turbine. This could be done by mount-
ing a valve either in series with the turbine duct or
in parallel with the turbine.

In order to improve the extracted energy from
the Mutriku WEC, the first two control strategies
presented, were applied. First, was tried to perform
latching control by solving a predictive optimization
problem, by the means of an Branch and Bound
method. Later, it was tried to control the turbine
rotational speed using some PID controllers, with
and without the reset behaviour. The controller’s
reference used was the rotational speed that sets
the turbine’s efficiency to its maximum.

The paper is organized as follows. The sec-
tion 2 presents the numerical models that describe
the OWC installed in the Mutriku Wave Power
Plant. The sections 3 and 4 present a descrip-
tion of the two control strategies chosen to control
de Mutriku Power Plant, air flow control and tur-
bine’s rotational speed control, respectively. Sec-
tion 5 presents the implementation of both control
strategies, section 6 show the results and, finally,
conclusions are drawn in section 7.

2. Numerical model of the Mutriku power
plant

2.1. Hydrodynamic model
In this work several models were used to represent

all the subsystems that compose the Mutriku power
plant. All these models were based on the work
developed in [5].

The Internal Water Surface (IWS) was modelled
as a neutrally buoyant rigid piston. This approxi-
mation is valid since the wavelength is much larger
than the characteristic dimensions of the OWC
chamber. Hereinafter, the piston is denoted as body
1 with z1 being its vertical position. Note that z1
points upwards and that z1 = 0 represents the equi-
librium position. This way the equations of motion
for the IWS are

(m1+A∞1 )v̇1 = −ρwgS1z1−patS1p
∗+Fd1−R1, (1)

where z1, v1, v̇1, m1, and S1 represent the posi-
tion, velocity, acceleration, mass and cross section
of body 1, respectively, A∞1 is the added mass value
when the wave frequency tends to infinity, ρw is
the water density, g is the acceleration of grav-
ity, p∗ = (p − pat)/pat is the dimensionless relative
pressure inside the air chamber, p is the absolute
pressure, and pat is the absolute value of the atmo-
spheric pressure. The radiation force of body 1 is
given by

R1 =

∫ t

0

κ1(t− s)v1(s)ds. (2)

Here κ1(t) is the impulse function related to the
motion of body 1. The convolution integral, present
in 2, was approximated by the Prony method, as
done in [6]. This is computed using a linear state-
space model where κ1(t) is approximated by a sum
of n complex exponentials. This gives

İr = βrIr + αrv1. (3)

resulting in

R =

n∑
k=1

Ik. (4)

In [5], from where these models are based on,
n, the number of complex exponentials to approxi-
mate the impulse function κ1(t), was chosen to be
equal to 16. At last, Fd1, from (1), is the excitation
force induced by body 1 and it is approximated by
the superposition of N angular frequency compo-
nents, ωm, see [5]. The wave climate present at the
Mutriku Power Plant, from which the spectrum was
constructed, was represented through a set of 14 sea
states measured off the coast, as is described in [7].
The 14 sea states are characterized by the signifi-
cant wave height (Hs), the energy period (Te) and
their probability of occurrence (p0). These three
parameters for each one of the 14 sea state, are pre-
sented in Tab. 1.
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Table 1: Characteristic wave climate measured off-
shore of the Mutriku Power Plant

nss Hs [m] Te [s] p0 [%]
1 0.88 5.5 3.23
2 1.03 6.5 3.44
3 1.04 7.5 5.08
4 1.02 8.5 6.11
5 1.08 9.5 10.73
6 1.19 10.5 9.31
7 1.29 11.5 9.52
8 1.48 12.5 7.42
9 1.81 13.5 2.75
10 2.07 14.5 2.96
11 2.59 15.5 1.34
12 2.88 16.5 0.40
13 3.16 11.5 0.27
14 3.20 12.5 0.42

2.2. Air Chamber Model
The pressure inside the air chamber varies with

the heave motion of the IWS and with the mass
flow rate of air through the turbine, ṁturb (that
is positive in the outward direction). Considering
an isentropic compression and expansion of the air
inside the chamber, this relation is modelled as

ṗ∗

p∗ + 1
= −γ

(
V̇c
Vc

+
ṁturb

mc

)
, (5)

where γ is the specific heat ratio, Vc and mc are the
instantaneous volume and the instantaneous mass
of air inside the chamber, respectively. These last
two are obtained through

Vc = V0 − S1z1, (6)

where V0 is the volume of air inside the chamber in
hydrostatic conditions,

mc = ρcVc, (7)

and ρc = ρat(p
∗ + 1)1/γ .

2.3. Turbine/Generator set Model
In order to model the relation of the turbine and

the generator, first it is necessary to know the per-
formance characteristics of the turbine, which are
usually represented in dimensionless form,

Ψ =
patp

∗

ρinΩ2d2
, (8)

Φ =
ṁturb

ρinΩd3
, (9)

Π =
Pturb

ρinΩ3d5
, (10)

ηturb =
Π

ΦΨ
. (11)

Figure 2: Dimensionless variables Φ, Π, and ηturb
as functions of the dimensionless pressure head Ψ,
for the Biradial Turbine

These are, respectively, the dimensionless pressure
head, the dimensionless flow ratio, the dimension-
less power coefficient and the turbine efficiency.

Here Ω is the turbine rotational speed, in radians
per unit of time, and d is the turbine rotor diameter.
The ρin is the reference density, in stagnation condi-
tions, at the turbine entrance. Note that, when the
chamber is exhaling, ρin is dependent of the pres-
sure inside the chamber and when the chamber in
inhaling, ρin is the equal to ρat.

ρin =

{
ρat(p

∗ + 1)1/γ , if p∗ ≥ 0 (exhalation)

ρat, if p∗ < 0 (inhalation)
.

(12)
Considering the Reynolds number Re = Ωd2/υ >

106 and the Mach number Ma = Ωd/cin <
0.3, the performance dimensionless variables
Φ,Π, and ηturb, are in dynamic similarity condi-
tions, [8]. According to [9], in these conditions, they
can be plotted as a function of Ψ, as is presented
in figure 2, for the biradial turbine installed in the
Mutirku WEC.

The turbine/generator set was modelled as

d

dt

(
1

2
IΩ2

)
= Pturb − Pgen. (13)

Here I is the moment of inertia, Ω is the turbine
rotational speed, Pturb is the instantaneous turbine
aerodynamic power and Pgen is the instantaneous
generator electromagnetic power.

As said previously, a valve was installed in series
with the turbine to enable the air-flow control. This
valve can either be open (u = 0), closed (u = 1) or
assume some discretized positions in between. For
the first approach it was decided that it would be
binary, only being fully closed or opened.

The valve influence can be expressed in terms of
the dimensionless pressure head (8) just by multi-
plying it with u, the valve/control variable.

Regarding the relation presented in equation (2)
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and the equation (10), Pturb can be computed as

Pturb = ρinΩ3d5Π(uΨ). (14)

For low inertia turbine/generator sets, if the turbine
is working at the best efficiency point, Ψbep, the
turbine power output is proportional to

Pturb(Ψbep,Ω) = ρind
5Π(uΨbep)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a≈const

Ω3. (15)

As such, Pgen should follow a similar relation

Pcrtl = aΩ3. (16)

In practice, this relation can also be used, if the in-
ertia and the interaction between the turbine aero-
dynamics and the OWC hydrodynamic is taken into
account.

To avoid overloading the electrical generator, the
following relation was used

Pgen = min

(
Pcrtl, P

rated
gen

)
, (17)

where P rated
gen is the generator rated power.

2.3.1 Global Modal

The previous models all together represent the
overall Mutriku power plant and are here presented
as a system of first-order differential equations:

ẋ = F (t, x), (18)

where x is the state vector, defined by

x =
(
v1 z1 p∗ Ω P̄turb Ir

)T
. (19)

Here P̄turb is the time-averaged turbine power out-
put. If the state vector (19) is substituted in equa-
tion (18) we get

F (t, x) =



Λ (−ρwgS1z1 − S1patp
∗ + Fd1 −R)

v1

−γ(p∗ + 1)

(
V̇c
Vc

+
ṁturb

ρinVc

)
I−1(Tturb − Tgen)

PturbT
−1
f

βrIr + αrv1


,

(20)
where Tf is the time interval used in the simulation,
and Λ = (m1 +A∞1 )−1.

3. Air Flow Control
As said before, a valve was installed in series with

the turbine, enabling air flow control. The method
chosen to calculate the valve position, taking into

account the incoming waves, was the Branch and
Bound method with a predictive behaviour.

The Branch and Bound method predicts how the
system would evolve during a fixed period and eval-
uates the effects of different valve positions at every
instant during that period. In order to do this, the
method divides the problem into sub-problems or
branches, where at each instant it proceeds with
every possible valve position, creating the different
branches. During its creation, the branches are con-
tinuously evaluated by a performance index J , until
either the end of the fixed period is reached, or some
stop criterion is verified meaning that through the
present branch no better solution can be produced.

The predictive part of the control strategy was
enabled by the installation of a wave buoy at
a known distance from the Mutriku breakwater,
which measured the wave heaving motion. With a
model, possibly using neural networks, that would
convert the data given by the sensors installed in
the buoy into the heave motion of the free water
surface inside the air chamber, it would be possible
to predict the evolution of the pressure inside the
air chamber with a known delay. This delay would
be dependent of the distance from the breakwater
to the buoy.

The implemented Branch and Bound method
solves the Mutriku model with the discretized valve
positions (u = 0 and u = 1) during a prediction
horizon (that is chosen according to the range of
predictability given by the wave buoy). The result
would be the control actions (in valve positions)
during the prediction horizon that would maximize
the performance index J . In practice a receding
horizon control strategy is used, which means that
from the obtained solution (correspondent to the
full prediction horizon), only a small portion is used
as solution, correspondent to the control horizon.
The next iteration would start at one control hori-
zon distance from the last starting time. This cycle
is repeated until all simulation is completed. Fur-
ther details on receding horizon control strategies
as well as its applications in predictive problems
are presented in [10].

4. Turbine’s Rotational Speed Control

The second strategy tried to optimize the
Mutriku Power-Station was a turbine’s rotational
speed control. The controllers used here were im-
plemented with a reset behavior.

Reset control is a non-linear control strategy that
resets the controller output to zero whenever the
controller input is zero, as can be seen in figure 3.
This deals with the accumulative characteristic of
the integrator behavior present in controllers, forc-
ing the control action to oscillate around zero and
avoiding a non-zero average. Another advantage of
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this type of controllers is to deal with the limitations
of linear controllers imposed by Bode’s gain-phase
diagram; more specifically it is possible to alter the
phase margin without changing the gain slope. One
result of this characteristic is decreasing the over-
shoot and the settling time, of a given step response,
without sacrificing the rise time.

Whenever the controller output is set to zero, as
shown in figure 3, we are in the presence of a Full-
Reset strategy, but this is not always the case. It is
possible to only partially reset the controller output,
as shown in figure 4. This is called Partial-Reset,
which allows us to keep the benefits of the reset
control without having such a non linear control
solution. So, it was decided to use partial-reset to
apply the reset control strategy.

5. Implementation
The air flow control was done with a predictive

optimization method – Branch and Bound – solv-
ing the ideal position at every instant for the valve
installed in series with the turbine. This control
strategy was chosen because is able to handle dis-
crete control variables (u ∈ {0, 1}) and the random-
ness of the sea waves.

Then it was decided to try to improve the ex-
tracted energy with a different control strategy,
given that there was another possible way to do
it. This second approach used the turbine rota-
tional speed as the controlled variable and was im-
plemented with some different PID configurations.
This rotational speed control strategy was feasible
because there was a known reference for the ro-
tational speed, that would maximize the turbine’s
efficiency. Here it was not reasonable to use the
Branch and Bound method, because there was not
the necessity for a predictive behaviour on the con-
trol strategy and because the controlled variable
is not possible to be discretized. PID controllers
are known for being a good way to implement this
type of feedback control following a known refer-
ence, therefore its usage. Also it was decided to
try some reset behavior implemented in PID con-
trollers because, sometimes, it can produce better
results than linear PID controllers.

In this chapter, the implementation of the two
control strategies chosen to improve the energy ex-
tracted from the Mutriku OWC Wave Power Plant,
with all considerations made in the process, will be
presented.

5.1. Air Flow Control
The models presented in section 2 work with a

sampling time of 0.1 s, but, in order to reduce the
computational time, it was decided to increase the
sampling time of the overall algorithm. In other
words, it was increased the time interval in which is
possible to change the valve position and hereinafter

it will be denoted as the decision time, Td. The
values used for the decision time were 1 s, 0.5 s and
0.2 s. Several combinations of prediction horizon,
Hp, and control horizon, Hc, were tested, with the
values 10 s, 16 s and 22 s for Hp and 1 Td, 2 Td and
4 Td for the Hc.

The Prediction Horizon values were chosen to in-
clude more or less one wave period characteristic
form the Mutriku Power Plant, that approximately
goes from 6 s to 16 s. Therefore the three values
considered for Hp.

In the present work the performance index used
was

J =
1

T

∫ T

0

(P ∗turb + ε (1− u)2 − α δvalve), (21)

where P ∗turb is the dimensionless turbine instan-
taneous power output. The second part of 21,
ε (1 − u)2, takes into account the valve position at
every instant, penalizing it every time the valve is
closed. ε is a weighting constant. Also, δvalve is a
binary function used to penalizing chattering and
assumes the value 1 each time the valve position is
changed, during one decision time, and is 0 other-
wise. The constant α is a weighting constant.

The stopping criterion done by the Branch and
Bound method worked the following way. First, at
the start of each iteration, a solution of J is calcu-
lated with the valve always open (equivalent to the
base case), during one prediction horizon, named
Jref. At the same time another variable Jstep is cal-
culated and it will contain the highest increment of
J during one decision time. Then, when solving the
Branch and Bound for that prediction horizon, each
time a decision time passes, a new variable Jcomp is
calculated through

Jcomp =
Jref − JBB

H(p)
1
Td
− index

(22)

where JBB is the performance index value at the
current time and index is number of decision times
that have passed since the beginning of the predic-
tion horizon. Td is the decision time and Hp

1
Td

is
the number of decision times that fit the prediction
horizon. This way, in the numerator we have what
is left to gain in terms of performance index, from
the current node to the end of the prediction time,
in order to reach the same amount obtained in the
base case; in the denominator we have the number
of decision times left to reach the end of the predic-
tion time. So Jcomp is the amount of performance
index needed at each decision time, from the cur-
rent time until the end of the prediction horizon, to
reach Jref .

The stop criterion is done by verifying the follow-
ing condition

Jcomp > 1.2Jstep, (23)
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Figure 3: Full Reset applied to a controller C(s) = 1
s .

Figure 4: Partial Reset applied to a controller C(s) = 1/s.

Figure 5: Configuration used to implement the
Partial-Reset Control Strategy.

which means that if Jcomp is higher than 20% more
of the maximum increment of J in one decision time
without any control action, it can be assumed that,
with the correspondent sequence of control actions,
no better solution will be obtained.

5.2. Turbine’s Rotational Speed Control

The second approach tried to improve the ex-
tracted energy from the Mutriku Power-Plant, was
done controlling the turbine rotational speed with
some partial-reseted controllers.

This was implemented using PID controllers with
a reset parameter. The configuration used to imple-
ment this, is presented in figure 5.

In order to control the turbine, the rotational
speed correspondent to the turbine’s best efficiency
point, Ωbep, is calculated and works as the reference
for the PID controller.

This control approach for the turbine rotational
speed is feasible in real facility due to the relations
represented in (13). The controller output, that
would regard the difference between Ωbep and Ω
(current turbine speed), would be used to calculate
an imposed Pgen by (17) and (16). Then with the
calculated Pgen and the current Pturb, a new rota-
tional speed is computed in order to maintain the
relation (13). This makes it so that, in some cases,
the generator will be working as a motor.

The Mutriku Power Plant system and more
specifically the plant dynamics between the Ωbep

and Ω are non-linear and not precisely known so
there isn’t a known linear mathematical model
(such as the transfer function) to represent it. Due
to this, classical analytical and numerical methods
for PID tunning could not be used. So it was de-
cided to use a Genetic Algorithm to find the PID
parameters.

A Genetic Algorithm is an iterative optimization
method based on a process of trial and error, with
a great deal of parallelism to Darwin’s Theory of
evolution. Concepts of survivability of the fittest
(natural selection) or creation of a new generation
from the best adapted members of the last one exist
in nature and are embedded in the algorithm.

Each iteration has a population set associated to
it. Every population has a fixed number of individ-
uals and each individual corresponds to a possible
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solution of the current problem. The individuals
have a set of parameters that in the Mutriku prob-
lem they correspond to the PID parameters and
were chosen to be represented as real numbers.

To solve the Mutriku problem the population had
50 members and the maximum number of iterations
allowed was 100. Also it was decided that, if the
best performing individual did not change during
10 iterations, the algorithm would stop and current
best individual would be the solution.

6. Results
6.1. Air Flow Control

As mentioned in chapter 5, several Branch and
Bound configurations were used to solve the max-
imization problem that would optimize OWC in-
stalled at the Mutriku PowerPlant. They differed
in the decision time, Td, assuming the values of 1 s,
0.5 s and 0.2 s, in the prediction horizon (Hp), with
values of 10s, 16s and 22s and in the control hori-
zon, Hc, which assumed values of 1 Td, 2 Td and 4
Td.

The simulations consisted in testing all possible
configurations between these three different param-
eters. In table 2 a tabular representation of all per-
formed simulations can be seen as well as the im-
provement, in percentage, of the time average gen-
erator output power at the end of the simulation,
obtained in each one when compared with the solu-
tion without control.

The maximizing goal of the Branch and Bound
implementation, given by the performance index
(21), was to improve the time-average turbine out-
put power. However, the main goal of controlling
the turbine air-flow was to improve the converted
electrical energy, which is proportional to the gener-
ator output power. This is why the improvements
obtained with each Branch and Bound configura-
tion were presented according to the time-average
generator output power and not the turbine’s.

In table 2 it can be observed, for the simulations
with the prediction horizon equal to 10 s, that the
generator output power decreases when the con-
trol horizon increases. This happens because the
higher the control horizon is, the less resolution
the method has, meaning that to obtain the same
amount of control solution, less prediction horizon
will be analyzed. Some of the presented simulations
could not be realized because they would take an
impractical time to compute, those are marked with
a \ in table 2. This was one of the biggest problems
encountered when applying the Branch and Bound
method.

The Branch and Bound method calculates all
possible solutions for a system during a given time,
but it has some conditions, relying on sufficiently
different solutions, that would exclude some of
them, reducing significantly the number of calcu-

lations. However, in the Mutriku OWC system,
the different configurations of valve positions dur-
ing the prediction horizon, did not result in enough
distinct values for J (21), making it difficult for the
Branch and Bound conditions to eliminate sufficient
paths, leading to higher than expected computa-
tional times.

Another issue, that was the main source of the
impractical computational times, was the size of
Hp. Usually, when implementing the Branch and
Bound method, the prediction horizon is chosen
in such a way to have a feasible computational
time. However, in the implementation done for the
Mutriku Power Plant, Hp needed to include at least
one wave period, making it impossible to use a lower
value than that.

From the computed Branch and Bound configura-
tions, the best one found had the prediction horizon
equal to 10 s and the decision time of 0.5 s. However,
two simulations produced the same result in terms
of time-averaged generator power output, but the
one chosen as the best was the one with the higher
control horizon, due to the lower computing time.

6.2. Turbine’s Rotational Speed Control

The second approach tried to optimize the en-
ergy extracted from the Mutriku Power Plant was
a rotational speed control. As mentioned in section
5.2, this was done implementing a PID controller
with a reset parameter. Since the reset control was
implemented with a modified PID configuration, it
was also decided to use linear PID controllers to
optimize the energy extracted from the OWC, in
order to compare with the solutions from the reset
controllers.

A genetic algorithm was used to find a set of PID
parameters that would maximize the time average
generator output power. So this was done for both
controllers, first for the linear PID and after for the
PID with reset. Also, as the sea state varies, also
should the controller be changed. So it was decided
to find a optimized controller for each one of the
14 sea states present at the Mutriku Power Plant,
presented in table 1. Summing up, for each sea
state were done 4 optimizations with the genetic
algorithm, 2 for a normal PID and the other 2 for
a reset PID controller.

Recall that the controller reference is the turbine
rotational speed for what, it would be at the max-
imum efficiency point. However the genetic algo-
rithm performance index is the generator extracted
power. As said previously the generator will be
working as a motor, consuming energy from the
grid, when the control law wants to increase the
turbine rotational speed. During these periods the
generator’s instantaneous power will be negative be-
cause it will be extracting energy from the grid,
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Table 2: Increase of extracted energy, in percentage, for the different Branch and Bound simulations
Control Horizon [Hc]
1 Td 2 Td 4 Td

Prediction
Horizon [Hp]

10 s
0.42 0.34 0.08 1 s

Decision
Time [Td]

0.51 0.51 0.42 0.5 s
\ \ \ 0.2 s

16 s
0.34 0.37 0.42 1 s
\ \ \ 0.5 s
\ \ \ 0.2 s

22 s
0.46 \ \ 1 s
\ \ \ 0.5 s
\ \ \ 0.2 s

transforming it into kinetic energy, and the tur-
bine’s will positive.

This optimization strategy, despite being quite
conflicting with the controller reference, worked well
for the less energetic sea states, since there was some
space for improvements. Following the reference
would always improve the overall energy extraction,
both from the turbine and the generator. However,
when applying it to some more energetic sea states,
the optimization strategy did not work so well. The
turbine installed in the Mutriku Power-Plant, the
one being optimized in this work, was thoroughly
projected for the most energetic sea states, present
at the site, meaning that, for those sea states, the
turbine without this control action will be work-
ing almost on the most efficiency point. Thus any
achieved improvement will always be small, if not
null.

Thereby, for the more energetic sea states, the
resultant optimized controllers payed less attention
to the reference and tried less to vary the turbine
rotational speed. Also, since the working point was
closer to the saturation caps, the controllers would,
sometimes, result over aggressive, with high pro-
portional gains, setting the instantaneous generator
power output to its limits (17). This would also sat-
urate the turbine rotational speed (max(Ω) = 350
rad/s), making it so that it would not follow the be-
haviour of the incoming waves. Although these con-
trollers were a product of the performing index used
in the genetic algorithm, they did not have an ac-
ceptable behavior and were discarded. To overcome
this, a new performing index was chosen for the ge-
netic algorithm. Instead of using the time average
generator power output, the alternative approach
used the time average turbine output power, as the
performing index. This way the controller reference
and the genetic algorithm goal were the same, max-
imize the turbine energy or its efficiency. However,
after finding a set of optimized controllers, the de-
ciding factor continued to be the maximum time
average generator power.

Summing up, for the more energetic sea states,
from the seventh to the fourteenth in table 1, the

two optimization approaches were used. For each
one of these sea states, 2 linear and 2 reset PIDs
are found by each one of the genetic algorithm con-
figurations. Then, from the pool of 8 optimized
controllers, are chosen the best linear and reset PID
controller. In table 3, the percentage of the time-
average generator power gained at the end of the
simulation is presented, for the best normal and re-
seted PID controllers found for each sea state. Note
that there are no distinction between the controllers
obtained from the either optimization approach,
since the focus here was to present the higher im-
provements obtained for each sea state. Later in
this section, more insight will be given on the two
distinct approaches, as well as on the solutions pro-
duced by each one.

Table 3: Percentage of the Time Average Generator
Output Power gained at the end of each simulation,
with each one of the optimize PID controllers

Sea State Normal PID [%] Reset PID [%]

1 20.34 20.42
2 14.66 14.62
3 7.77 8.28
4 4.91 4.91
5 2.12 2.77
6 0.47 1.30
7 -0.12 1.03
8 0.11 -1.22
9 0.012 0.02
10 -0.09 -0.44
11 0.12 0.04
12 0.38 0.03
13 0.38 0.39
14 -0.48 0.13

The most apparent conclusion from these results
is that for the first sea states, the ones with less en-
ergetic waves, the optimized controllers improved
more the extracted energy than for the more ener-
getic sea states. This is due to the way that the
turbine was projected, as previously explained.

Another conclusion taken from table 3 is that, for
the more energetic sea states, after the seventh, the
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results get quite random. This was attributed to the
randomness associated with the meta-heuristic used
to optimize the controllers, the genetic algorithm.
For the less energetic sea states, where the improve-
ments were tangible, these random effects did not
mess with the results scale and were much less no-
ticeable. For the more energetic sea states, since
any possible improvement would always be much
smaller, the randomness associated with the opti-
mizations were much more shocking and resulted in
some visible disparities.

However, the improvements in percentage do not
translate absolute values of power. In table 4 is
shown the absolute value of the time average gen-
erator power output gained at the end of the sim-
ulation for each one of sea states. These results
were obtained when applying the best found con-
troller for each sea state, whether it was a linear or
a reset PID controller, or the way it was optimized.
The parameters of each best found controller are
also presented in the same table, where P regards
the proportional parameter, I the integrative, D the
derivative, N the derivative filter coefficient and R
the variable of reset. If there is no value for the re-
set variable, it means that, for the current sea state,
the best found controller was a linear PID.

Comparing tables 3 and 4, it is noticeable that,
for the first sea states, where it was possible to im-
prove significantly the extracted energy, the avail-
able energy from the sea was low and, consequently,
the absolute values of improvement were small. For
the more energetic sea states, where the energy
available on the waves were much higher, almost
none improvement was possible, resulting in simi-
lar values of absolute time average generator power,
as for the less energetic sea states.

As said before, for the most energetic sea states
(7-14), two optimization configurations were tested,
that only differentiate on the performing index
used. The first approach used the generator power
output and the second the turbine power output.
From these sea states, the ones where the best con-
troller was found through the first approach, were
the 9, 12, 13 and 14 and will be referred as CGen.
For the others sea states 7, 8, 10 and 11, the best
performing controllers were found maximizing the
time average turbine power output and will be re-
ferred as CTurb.

Looking at table 4 and more specifically for the
PID parameters, it is noticeable that the CTurb re-
sulted in higher values than the CGen, and there-
fore more aggressive controllers. The reason for
this were the different control goals in each con-
figuration. On the second approach, the controller
reference purpose was the same as the optimization
goal, to maximize the time average turbine power
output, so the CTurb controllers found were just

trying to set the turbine rotational speed to fol-
low the reference, Ωbep. Hence the higher values of
the parameters and the more aggressive controller.
On the first approach, although the controller refer-
ence continued the same, the optimization goal was
to maximize the time average generator power out-
put. As said previously, for the more energetic sea
states, the generator output power almost could not
be improved, so the resulting controllers would try
to not deviate the turbine rotational speed from the
solution with no control action, since that would be
much closer to the optimum. Hence the lower val-
ues of the CGen parameters and the more passive
behaviour.

6.3. Comparison between Control Strategies

The improvements, from both control strategies,
were presented taking into account the time average
generator power output and this was the variable
used to compared them. All simulations done with
the Branch and Bound implementation were for the
sea state 8, from table 1, and the best solution had
an improvement of 0.51%. On the other hand, the
best PID controller, developed with the second con-
trol approach, improved the generator time average
power by 0.11% for that same sea state.

Both strategies used produced poor results, de-
spite the first being slightly better than the sec-
ond. The PID controllers have more room for im-
provements, they do not bring computational time
problems that could conflict in a real time imple-
mentation and are more simple to produce and in-
stall, when compared with the controllers produced
by the first approach. Certainly, this would make
them a cheaper alternative that should be consid-
ered to control the turbine installed in the Mutriku
Power Plant. From the predictive air-flow control
strategy, despite being a good idea to use some pre-
dictive behaviour to deal with the irregular and un-
known inputs to the system (sea waves), the Branch
and Bound method was not the best way to imple-
ment it. The difference between improvements got-
ten with this method and the ones obtained from
the PIDs, may not be big enough to consider the
more complicated method.

7. Conclusions

The main goal of this work was to control a tur-
bine installed at the Mutriku Power Plant, in order
to maximize the extracted electrical energy to the
grid. Primarily this was done using a predictive op-
timization method called Branch and Bound, con-
trolling the turbine air flow by the means of a valve
installed in series with it. Later it was decided to
try a reset control strategy, which was implemented
through some reset PID controllers. This second
method would control the turbine rotational speed,
instead of the air flow. Additionally linear PID con-
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Table 4: Optimized controllers for each sea state. Where Pgen,mean is the time average generator output
power at the end of the simulation, when using the respective controller with P, I, D, N and R as its
parameters

PID Parameters

Sea State ∆P̄gen [W] P I D N R

1 13.4 -80.41 -3.63 0.772 13.87 0.57
2 43.23 -98.49 -6.97 2.20 11.31 \
3 82.88 -14.89 -3.35 -27.68 3.32 1.0
4 99.24 -1.65 -12.28 -34.53 1.91 1.0
5 114.25 -7.08 -15.94 -39.26 2.19 1.0
6 84.97 -2.39 -12.96 -20.10 3.17 0.58
7 78.33 -9.49 -12.10 -13.30 6.15 0.83
8 10.94 -17.11 -0.18 -6.79 11.50 \
9 2.70 -0.008 -0.003 -0.014 11.46 0.60
10 -15.83 -10.42 -0.028 -3.30 13.77 \
11 28.83 -16.85 -0.025 -4.54 13.38 \
12 105.16 -0.63 -1.44 -1.59 11.29 \
13 110.86 -2.01 -2.17 -0.50 16.0 0.79
14 37.13 -0.024 -0.044 -0.021 11.28 0.946

trollers were also implemented to serve as compari-
son. Both PID configurations were optimized with
a genetic algorithm.

From the solutions obtained with the first con-
trol strategy, although some improvements were
achieved, it was concluded that the Branch and
Bound method, to control the air flow that passes
trough the turbine, is not a viable approach to opti-
mize the energy extracted from the Mutriku Power
Plant. The large computational times make it im-
possible for the method to keep up the calculations
with real time demands.

The second strategy was tested for all sea states
that describe the wave climate present at the
Mutriku Power-Plant. The results obtained show
that the method was able to improve significantly,
in percentage, the extracted energy for the less en-
ergetic sea states and that for the more energetic
ones it did not work so well.

In order to compare the results from both con-
trol strategies, only the sea state 8 could be anal-
ysed, since the first strategy was only tested for that
sea state. Thus the air flow control with a Branch
and Bound implementation produced slightly bet-
ter results. Yet both resulted in poor improvements
of the extracted energy and the difference between
them was not big enough to be meaningful. Note
that, for the second approach, the worst one, there
were some modifications that could improve its re-
sults, like finding a new controller reference.

All these factors led to the conclusion that, from
the two control strategies tried, the rotational speed
control with some PIDs optimized by the genetic
algorithm, had more potential at improving the en-
ergy extracted to the grid. The predictive air flow
control, although being a good control theory, the
Branch and Bound was found to be a non optimum

method to implement it, given that it would take
impractical computational times to be working in
real time conditions.
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